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Microwave Resonance in Nitric Oxide: Lambda Doubling and Hyperfine Structure"
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The microwave spectrum arising from transitions between Zeeman levels in the 2IIg, J=-, state of nitric
oxide is reinvestigated with particular regard to the lambda doubling which is observable for electric-dipole
transitions. , This doubling is compared with the theory of Karnaugh. The experiments also give a new
and improved determination of the nuclear hyper6ne coupling constants and of the molecular splittings.
The theory of the hyperflne eAect is reexamined in detail.

INTRODUCTION electric-dipole and magnetic-dipole spectra arise from
the same levels and are of the same frequency. They
diGer only in regard to the lambda doubling, intensity,
and polarization.

The most effective way to separate the two spectra is
by the polarization of the microwave fields; the greater
intensity of the electric-dipole spectrum is also of use.
In addition, the observation of lambda doubling identi-
fms the electric-dipole spectrum.

'ICROWAVE studies' and the theory'' of the
- ~ high-field Zeeman levels of the 7=2, 'II~ state

in N"0" have appeared in this journal. After publica-
tion, J. H. Van Vleck pointed out to us that each
Zeeman level is a lambda doublet, that electric-dipole
transitions between the lambda-doublet components of
adjacent Zeeman levels would occur, and that the lambda
doubling would be observable with sufhcient resolution.
This paper reports an experimental investigation of
these suggestions, a recalculation of the hyperfine
structure constants from the improved date, and a
further check of the molecular Zeeman theory. A forth-
coming paper of Karnaugh4 discusses the theory of the
lambda doubling in the nitric-oxide Zeeman levels.

The microwave spectrum of N"0" in high magnetic
fields was originally interpreted' as being due to
magnetic-dipole transitions (Mz, Mz—+Mz~l, Mz) be-
tween the twelve Zeeman levels arising from the lowest
(7=s) rotational level of the 'll; component. This in-

terpretation is still correct for absorption and induced
emission produced by microwave magnetic fields normal
to the dc magnetic field. Also, no appreciable lambda
doubling is present in this spectrum, since magnetic-
dipole transitions are of the type +—++ and —~—
and the alternation of + and —levels serves almost to
cancel the lambda-doublet intervals in the transition
energies. For electric-dipole transitions, where the
microwave electric 6eld has a component normal to the
dc magnetic field, each (Mz, Mz +Mq& 1, Mz) tra—nsition
is a doublet since +~—and —~+, and the doublet
spacing is the sum of the lambda-doubling intervals
in the initial and anal states. It is noted that the

POLARIZATION AND SATURATION EXPERIMENTS

The original experiments' used a circular T3foyy
mode cavity with the cavity axis parallel to the dc
magnetic field. In this 6eld configuration the microwave
H, being purely azimuthal, is entirely perpendicular to
the dc H, but only the radial component of the micro-
wave E is perpendicular to the dc H. The electric-dipole
spectral intensity is proportional to the square of this
radial E integrated over the cavity volume, and the
magnetic-dipole intensity is proportional to the integral
of the square of the azimuthal II' integrated over the
cavity volume. This integration for the cavity used
gives an electric-dipole spectrum 34 percent as intense
as the magnetic-dipole spectrum for the same intrinsic
intensity. The ratio of the intrinsic electric to magnetic
intensity' is tt, '/ttos, where' tt, is the permanent electric-
dipole moment and p, o is the Bohr magneton. Assuming
that p, =0.1)(10 ' esu, the intrinsic intensity ratio is
about 120, and in the reported experiments' the electric
spectrum would have been 40 times as intense as the
magnetic spectrum. It appears, therefore, that the
agreement cited in reference I between the measured
intensity and that calculated for magnetic-dipole transi-
tions was quite erroneous. Part of this discrepancy is
attributable to power saturation of the electric-dipole
spectrum which, for the conditions prevailing in refer-
ence 1, wouM have reduced the electric-dipole spectral
intensity by a factor 2. This leaves a factor 20 for the

~ Assisted by the U. S. Once of Naval Research. A preliminary
report of this work appeared in Ann. N, V. Acad. Sci. 55, 814
(1952).

t U. S. Atomic Energy Commission predoctoral fellow. This
work is part of a dissertation submitted to the Graduate School
of Yale University for the Ph.D. degree. Now at I incoln I-ab-
oratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
Massachusetts.' R. Beringer and J. G. Castle, Jr., Phys. Rev. 78, 581 (1950)

s H. Margenau and A. Henry, Phys. Rev. 78, 587 (1950).
e A. Henry, Phys. Rev. 80, 549 (1950).
4 M. Karnaugh, Ph.D. dissertation, Vale University, 195

(unpublished).

s Equation (15) of reference 2 gives the magnetic-dipole matrix
element. The electric-dipole matrix element has the same de-
pendence on J and M and the same factor 0.386.

e Watson, Rao, and Ramaswamy, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London)
2 143, 558 (1934), give p,.=0.16)(10 "esu. C. P. Smyth and K. B.

McAlpine, J. Chem. Phys. 1, 60 (1933), give u, &0 1X10 "esu.
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discrepancy in the ratio of the calculated to observed
intensities in reference 1.

The first experiment of the present work used a rec-
tangular TEoj mode cavity one-half wavelength long.
It was constructed of a copper wave guide of internal
dimensions 0.900 in. )(0.400 in. and coupled at either
end to a similar wave guide by means of inductive
irises. The microwave apparatus and experimental
method were similar to those described. ' Microwave
radiation at the cavity-resonance frequency was coupled
through the cavity to a dc biased bolometer. The cavity
was in the gap of a magnet, and the magnetic field was
varied to produce resonance between the cavity fre-
quency and the spectral transitions. This resonance
diminished the power coupled to the bolometer and was
detected by modulating the magnetic field across the
spectral line at a low audio-frequency and noting the
modulation in the voltage across the bolometer. After
ampli6cation and demodulation in a lock-in mixer
operating at the modulation frequency, the absorption
signals were presented on a galvanometer.

The electromagnet, of recent construction, was
operated from a motor-generator controlled by a
simple, degenerative voltage stabilizer operating on
the shunt field of the generator. A proton-resonance
field regulator feeding back to a high impedance winding
on one magnet pole was used for accurate field regula-
tion. The 30-cy/sec held modulation was produced by
a winding on the other pole.

In the rectangular TED~~ mode the microwave mag-
netic field is confined to planes parallel to the broad sides
of the wave guide, and the electric field is perpendicular
to these planes. If the wave guide axis is perpendicular
to the dc magnetic field, rotation of the wave guide
about its axis can bring either the microwave electric
or magnetic field entirely into planes perpendicular to

F&G. 1. Variation of width of electric-dipole line Hf with
pressure showing systematic broadening at low pressures. This
was evidence for unresolved A. components spaced by approxi-
mately 2 gauss.

the dc 6eld. When the magnetic dipole spectrum is
being observed polarization entirely forbids the electric
dipole transitions, but when the electric spectrum is
observed some magnetic spectrum is mixed in. Experi-
ments were tried in which the cavity was rotated as
described. The electric dipole spectrum was easily ob-
served but the magnetic dipole spectrum was too weak
for detection. The indicated ratio p,'/ps' from these ob-
servations was greater than 20, setting a very loose lower
limit of 4&(10 for p,

Using the same cavity a measurement of p, ,' was made
from power saturation of the electric spectrum. The
energy density in the cavity was fixed and the gas
pressure successively reduced to produce increasing
saturation. Analysis of the results with the usual theory
gave p, =0.3&(10 "esu. This is in disagreement with
the static value' and if used in calculating absolute
intensity mould give an even larger discrepancy in the
measurements of reference 1 than that cited above.
The situation regarding the spectral intensities in the
various measurements is quite confused. It is further
complicated by the recent work here of R. Collier, who
has attempted without success to detect the direct
A-doubling transitions. From his apparatus sensitivity
he concludes that the p, , is less than 0.06)&10 ' esu.

In the saturation experiments the lambda doubling
was not resolved at the lowest usable pressures, but
there was some suggestion of doublet structure from
the relatively greater breadth of the line at low pressure.
This is shown in Fig. 1 where the line widths are plotted.
In these measurements the modulation amplitude was
was scaled linearly with the pressure so as to minimize
modulation broadening. Extrapolation to zero pressure
yields about 2 gauss for the peak separation, which is
consistent with a line having two components spaced
by about the same amount. This extrapolated com-
ponent spacing is somewhat high because of the broad-
ening due to saturation.

Analysis of this and similar data also gives the width
of the NO lines in the absence of lambda doubling and
power saturation. This was found to be AH=3.0
gauss/mm Hg using the methods and notation of Fig. 4
in reference 1. This line width corresponds to 3.3
(Mc/sec) per mm Hg, r whereas the earlier' value was
AH=3. 5 gauss/mm Hg at 9360 Mc/sec or 3.8 (Mc/sec)
per mm Hg. The lower line width in the present experi-
ments is due to improved field regulation.

In order to observe the unsaturated lines at pressures
low enough to resolve the lambda doubling, it was
necessary to modify the apparatus. A lower power
level would have suKced, but with our apparatus the
signal-to-noise ratio of the bolometer system su8ers
severely at low microwave power. In the absence of

~It is not quite true that line widths in frequency units are
nv=v(nP/H) because of the nonlinear (Paschen-Back) type of
variation of level energy with H. In the present experiment this
correction to hr is small compared with the experimental error
in AP.
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TABLE I. Experimental lambda-doubling and resonance
Geld values for N'40 spectrum.

Line

H1
H2
H3

Corrected
h. com-
ponent

separation
Mz, iver ~My —1, MI (gauss)

1.48
1.34
1.32

1.54
1.86
1.49

Arithmetic
average

resonance
field of A.

components
(gauss)

8398.61
8425.71
8453.44

8501.49
8528.28
8555.84

Microwave
frequency
(Mc/sec)

9269.94
9270.65
9270.65

9270.65
9270.65
9270.65

H7
Hs
Hg

271
—,',0
3
27

1.82
1.97
2.01

860().97
8629.71
8656.46

9269.81'
9270.65
9270.65

sensitive, low-power bolometers, saturation was allevi-
ated by using a large cavity which lowered the micro-
wave Geld intensity for a given power transmitted to the
bolometer. A cylindrical TEO» mode cavity of 1.99-in.
i.d. was used. The cavity axis was along the dc mag-
netic field. Another design feature was to make the
input coupling much smaller than the output coupling
to the bolometer. This serves to keep the loaded Q high,
and hence the spectrometer sensitivity large for a
given transmitted power. The cavity used had a power
transmission of 31 percent, loaded Q of 2850 and un-
loaded Q of 21 000. At a bolometer power level of 10 ' w,
a pressure of O.i mm Hg in this cavity produced the
same degree of saturation as did 0.7mmHg in the
rectangular TEoj~ cavity. With pressures of O. i mm Hg
the lambda doubling could be resolved.

The Lambda Doubling

A number of runs were taken with the circular TED~i
cavity to determine the lambda doubling in the nine
absorption lines. The microwave frequency was Gxed
at the center of the cavity resonance in each run. The
dc magnetic Geld was varied with a proton field con-
trol which employed a proton oscillator' locked to a
variable and accurately known frequency of about
36 Mc/sec provided by mixing harmonics of a BC 221
frequency meter with a 30-Mc/sec crystal-controlled
signal. As in earlier work' the data were taken point-by-
point, varying the dc magnetic Geld and noting the out-
put of a lock-in mixer with a galvanometer.

The microwave cavity frequency was measured by
mixing the microwave oscillator signal with a crystal-
controlled 9270-Mc/sec signal and measuring the differ-
ence frequency with a calibrated communications re-
ceiver. The cavity frequency was Gxed throughout a
run to about +2 kc/sec.

Figure 2 is a typical example of these measurements.
The two lambda-doublet components are seen to be

In these experiments a regenerative, proton oscillator-detector
similar to that of N. J. Hopkins, Rev. Sci. Instr. 20, 401 (1949),
was used with a water-61led coil.

O

8S24 8830 85'33
GAUSS

Fro. 2. Signal from line P~. The gas pressure was@.096 mm Hg,
30 cy/sec, modulation was 0.68 gauss peak-to-peak, and the
microwave frequency 9270.650 Mc/sec. The outer crossovers are
separated by 1.84 gauss which is corrected by 0.02 gauss for
"squeezing" to give 1.86 gauss for the separation of the A doublet
components.

resolved well enough to determine their separation.
The two outer "crossovers" (points of zero lock-in
mixer output) are slightly closer together than the
centers of the two line components because of the slope
of the overlapping line tails. This "squeezing" correc-
tion was evaluated by graphical analysis of the partially
resolved patterns. In this analysis it was assumed that
the two line components were identical but not neces-
sarily symmetrical. Line contours were added until the
experimental line shape was reproduced. Such fitting is
very sensitive to the separation of the two line com-
ponents when they are resolved as well as those of
Fig. 2.

Table I gives the results of measurements on the nine
lines. The line component separations have been
corrected for "squeezing. " The GeMs in the third
column are the arithmetic mean Gelds of the two
lambda components and are corrected for field dig'er-
ence between the proton probe and the center of the
cavity.

The lambda-doubling theory of Karnaugh4 expresses
the separation of + and —levels in a given (Mr, Mg)
state of N"0" in terms of four parameters which must
be evaluated by experiment. Two of these arise from
the nonhyperGne part of the doubling and the other
two from hyperfine contributions. The nine (Mr, Mg —+

Mr, Mg —1) transitions between the twelve levels serve
to evaluate these four parameters. Karnaugh does this
in two stages: the average doubling in each group of
three lines with the same Mg, Mg —i is used to evaluate
the nonhyperfine contributions. These three averages
are satisfied by the theory with two parameters to
within O.i4 percent. The two hyperGne parameters are
then evaluated by taking diQ'erences in the doubling in
several states diGering in Ml. Table II gives the result
of these calculations. The deviations between the ex-
perimental and semitheoretical values of the lambda
doubling are well within the experimental error which
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TABLE II. Comparison of theory and experiment
in A. doubling of the N'40 spectrum.

Line

Hg
H2
H3

H4
H5
Hg

Hy
Hs
Hg

Experimental
separation

of h. components
(gauss)

1.48
1.34
1.32

1.54
1.86
1.49

1.82
1.97
2.01

Calculated
separation

of A components
(gauss)

1.482
1.352
1.311

1.533
1.858
1.492

1.829
1.967
2.009

Deviation
(percent)

+0.13
+0.89—0.69

—0.46—0.11
+0.13

+0.49—0.15—0,05

is estimated as 2 percent of the lambda-component
separations. Certainly, the main features of the varia-
tion of the doubling with MJ and 3fl are as predicted
by Karnaugh's theory.

TABLE III. Molecular Zeeman splitting in
the N'40 spectrum at 9270.65 Mc/sec.

The Molecular Zeeman E8'ect

In the earlier work' ' the molecular Zeeman splittings
were a principal point of corn.parison of theory and ex-
periment. The agreement at that time was quite satis-
factory. It has not been improved by using the present
data.

In the earlier work the molecular splittings were ex-
pressed as the resonance Geld values B~, IJ~~, Pl~I of a
hypothetical nitric oxide with spinless nitrogen. To
obtain these field values directly from experimental data
one must express the hyperfine couplings in Geld units.
This method is only approximate and is not used here.
Rather, the values of Bq, Hs, Bs are compared with a
new calculation of the molecular energies E,s(Mg)
+DE,&(MJ) which proceeds directly from Eq. (1)
using the calculation method of reference 2. As before,
the value 123.8 cm ' was taken for the S A. coupling
constant. .

The results of this calculation are given in Table III.
As a check on the method of energy calculation of

reference 2, a second calculation of E~s(MJ)+DE Q(MJ)
was made from the seventh-order determinant which
arises when all seven eigenfunctions of reference 2 are
combined at once. For a field of 8425.71 gauss and
Mg= —,

' the energies calculated by the two methods
difkred by only 0.012 percent. Apparently then, the
approximations in the calculation method are not re-
sponsible for the deviation between theory and
experiment.

The molecular coupling constant of S.A., which is
given from the band spectrum analysis of the doublet
splitting, is not known very accurately. We have used
123.8 cm ' for this constant. A value of 124.2 cm ' has
been used' most recently in analysis of the rotation-
vibration spectrum. The constant may be in error by
as much as 0.5 cm ', and it is important to know how
this aGects the theoretical value for B5. This has not
been determined using the complete theory of reference
2 but only with the stage 1 approximation using Hill's
formula. "This formula predicts B5 quite well, although
it does not give good values for the H8 —H5 and H5 —Hg
diGerences. With Hill's formula an increase of 4.0 cm '
in the coupling constant is required to decrease the
theoretical 8537.5 gauss for H5 resonance by the re-
quired 9.2 gauss. Such an increase in the coupling
constant is out of the question, and it is concluded that
this cannot account for the discrepancy.

A final point should be mentioned in connection
with the H5 discrepancy. In reference 2, the orbital
Bohr magneton was used for both orbital and spin con-
tributions to the magnetic energies. A better procedure
would include the spin moment anomaly. For pure
case (a) the g factor of a J= ss, 'II; level is (4/5) (1+25/3)
rather than the usual 4/5; here 8 is the spin moment
anomaly 0.0011454. Since we are rather near to case
(a), it is expected that the theoretical resonance 6elds
of Table III will be multiplied by a factor (1+28/3) '
=0.999237. This reduces the theoretical H5 to 8531.0
gauss. Thus, the spin-moment correction together with
an increase of about 1 cm ' in the S A. coupling con-
stant would remove the II'5 discrepancy in Table III.
It is known, however, that other points in the theory of
reference 2 should be reexamined if theoretical precision
of 0,1 percent is desired.

Theory of the Hyyerfine Structure

The hyperhne structure of the 'll; state of X"0"in
high magnetic fields has been developed in two previous
papers. ' ' The present calculation was performed in an
attempt to provide a more stringent test of the theory
of reference 3 by using the data which resulted from the
lambda-doubling measurements. The lambda doubling
itself does not appear in these calculations; it is assumed
that it splits each hyper6ne level symmetrically and
that the hyperlne constants can be evaluated from the
nine-line spectrum consisting of the arithmetic mean
positions of the nine lambda doublets.

It is convenient to represent the energy of one of
these nine components as W(Mg, Mr) such that

W(Mg, Mr) =E,s(Mg)+DE, b(Mg)

yEr (MJ,Mr)+ AEr (MJ,Mr)+ Eq(MJ, Mz). (1)

Theory
Experiment
Percent diff.

8537.50 gauss
8528.28&0.1
0.11 percent

(Hs —H5)

103.07 gauss
101.43&0.05
1.6 percent

(H5 —H&)

104.54 gauss
102.57&0.05
1.9 percent

Here E,s(M~) and AE, s(cVq) are the ftrst- and
second-order molecular Zeeman energies; they are

q R. H. Gillette and E. H. Eyster, Phys. Rev. S6, 1113 (1939).
'q E. L. Hill, Phys. Rev. 34, 1507 (1929).
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where
~
e

~ Qq is the nuclear quadrupole coupling constant
defined in the manner of Bardeen and Townes. "

The quantities Er(Mz, Mr) and DEr(Mz, Mr) are the
first- and second-order interactions between the mag-
netic moment of the N'4 nucleus and the magnetic fields
due to the spin and the orbital motion of the 'z elec-
tron. Application of standard perturbation theory
yields the usual expressions

Er (Mg,Mr) = {4'(Mg,Mr) i
Xz i% (Mg, Mr), ) (3)

AEr (Mg,Mz)

{4(Mg,Mr)
~

Xr i
+ (Ms+1, Mz —1))'

W(Mg, Mr) W(My+1, M—r—1)

(%(Mg,Mr) [Kr i@'(Mg—1, Mr+1))'

W(Mg, Mr) W(Mg 1, M—i+1)— (4)

in. which 4'(Mq, Mr) is the state function of sII; level
in the absence of any nuclear interaction, and K& is the
operator representing the interaction.

The state function, 0 (MJ,Mr), can be expressed as
a product of an electronic, a vibrational, a rotational,
and a nuclear part. We shall write the product of the
first three of these as %(MJ) and the nuclear part as
~I, Mr), I being the quantum number associated with
the nuclear spin. Moreover, since we are here concerned
with only one electronic and vibrational level, we may
write %(MJ) as a linear combination of a basic set of
eigenfunctions each having the same electronic and
vibrational parts but di6erent rotational parts. So that
use could be made of matrix elements already com-
puted by Hill, " the rotational parts- were taken in
reference 2 to be functions representing Hund's case
(b), in which the rotational quantum number E, the'
total electron spin 5, the total angular momentum
quantum number J, and its component Mg, in the

"J.Bardeen and C. H. Townes, Phys Rev. 73, 97.(1948).

functions of the magnetic field strength and of Mg, the
quantum number representing the component of the
total angular momentum of the molecule (exclusive of
nuclear spin) in the direction of the magnetic field. Ex-
pressions for E, s(MJ) and AE,s(Mq) as power series
in Mg and the magnetic field strength are given in Sec. 3
of reference 2.

The term E,(M+,Mz) represents the energy due to
the quadrupole moment of the N" nucleus, M& being
the quantum number associated with the component
of nuclear spin of N" in the direction of the magnetic
field. In the approximation employed here, E,(Mz, Mr)
is independent of the magnetic field strength. It is
given by Eq. 14 of reference 2 which, for the J= ~~, 'II;.
level, is

lel()V p»
E,{M,M )=

~

—3M ' ~(2 —3M'), (2)
6O &4 i

direction of the magnetic field are sharp. These eigen-
functions are written

~
E, I, M~); it was found that a

. combination of four of them yield a suKciently accurate
expression for %(MJ). This combination is (see ref-
erence 3, Eq. 5)

e(M, ) =a~1, —;,M, )+b~2, —;,M, )
+c

i
2, 5/2, Mg)+0 i 3, 5/2, Mg), (5)

where the coeKcients are functions of MJ and of the
magnetic field strength; their values are such that
%(MJ), although compounded of "case b" eigen-
functions, is fairly close to an eigenfunction repre-
senting Hund's case (u). Thus the state functions to be
used in (3) and (4) have the form

4'(Mg, Mr) =u
i 1, s, I, Mg, Mr)

+b i 2, —,', I, Mg, Mz)+c
i 2, 5/2, I, MJ, Mr)

+d
i 3, 5/2, I, MJ, Mr), (6)

in which the product ~E, J, Mg)~I, Mr) is written

~
E, I, I, Mg, M'r), explicit dependence on electron

spin, vibrational, and electronic quantum numbers
being supressed.

The interaction operator, averaged over electronic
and vibrational coordinates is given by Lreference 3,
Eq. (9) with an obvious change in notation)

Ki A I A+B——/S,I,(3.cos'8 —1)
+,'I, sin8 cos8-(iS+e '& iS e'&)—
+,'S, sin8 cos8-(i7+e '& iI e'&)—
——,

' sin'8(S+I+e "&+S I e"&)
—rr(3 cos'8 —1)(S+I +S I+)j, (7)

where I is the nuclear spin operator, A the operator
representing the component of orbital angular momen-
tum along the internuclear axis of the molecule, S
the electronic spin operator; the Euler angles 0 and

P specify the orientation of the molecule with respect
to the direction of the magnetic 6eld, and the constants
A and 8 are averages over electronic and vibrational
coordinates. Specifically,

A = (4pspr/» )elec, vib,

B={2',alar (3 COS'X —1)/»'), i„;b, (8)

where po is the Bohr magneton; pq is one-half the
magnitude of the nuclear magnetic moment of N", r is
the distance between the 'm electron and the N'4

nucleus, and 7c is the third Euler angle of the set 8, f, 7c.

In a recent paper" Frosch and Foley obtained a
relativistic expression for the hyperfine interaction
operator; this expression reduces to (7) in the non-
relativistic approximation. In the absence of any in-
formation about the electronic part of the state function
for the 'll; state of NO, it is dificult to determine
whether or not a relativistic expression is needed. In
this particular case, provided only effects diagonal
in A are considered, the sole difference between the

"R.A. Frosch and H. M. Foley, Phys. Rev. 88, 1337 (1952).
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relativistic and nonrelativistic expressions lies in the
interpretation of the constants A and B.Application of
Eqs. (1) of reference 3 allows (7) to be written in a
form appropriate for case (a) eigenfunctions:

X,=AI A.+B(—I S+3I,S,.)
= (AA+2BZ)I k' —B(Ix.Sx +Ir.Sp'), (7')

where the components of I and S are now expressed in a
coordinate system X'PZ' fixed in the molecule, Z'
being the direction of the intermolecular axis and k'
being a unit vector in this direction. The expression
(7') is identical in form with Prosch and Foley's Eq.
(10.4), the two di&ering only in the de6nition of the
coeKcients of the operators. The relativistic theory
shows that (AA+2BZ) should be replaced by

LaA+ (b+c)Z),
and 8 by —b, where

Slr orris (r)a—=A; b= B+-— c=—38.
3f2 8

elec, vib

Since only the two coeScients can be obtained from
analysis of the data, a test of whether or not there is
any spherically symmetric component to the electronic
part of the state function (3b+c/0) appears impossible
from the 6rst-order hyperfine interaction.

Matrix elements of the first term of (7) between
eigenfunctions

I Ei, Ji, Mr) and
I K2, J2, Mr) are given

by Hill;" those of the remaining terms (except the one
between

I E, J, Mr) and
I
E+2, J+1,Mr) appear in

reference 3). However, it was discovered during the
analysis of the present data that the phases of the
eigenfunctions employed in calculating the latter
elements are inconsistent with those used (implicitly)

by Hill. As a result, the second and third of Eqs. (11),
reference 3, should be multiplied by (—1) if they are
to be used in conjunction with the matrix elements

given by Hill.
An exact calculation of (3) and (4) requires use of the

following additional matrix elements:

(Ei J) g ) I, 3', Mz I
SCr I K+2, J+1, g, I, Mr, Mr)

3M'
{I (E+1)'—&']I (E+2)'—cV]I (J+1)'—Mr' )}» (9)

2 (E+1)(E+2) (2E+3)

(E, J, ~, I, Mr, Mz I Xr I K, J, ~, I, My+1, Mr~1) =
I (1&Mr) (2&Mr) (/+Mr) (I+Mr+1))»

3A.'Ax2 8
X + —1 L

—-', (2K+1)+(J E) (4E'+E—+3)), (10)
I (2E+1)(J+ii) (4E2 1)(2K+3) —E(E+1)

(K& J.. g & I& Mr& Mr I ~r I K+1i J~ i I, Mra1, Mra 1)

A+3'.
{(1&Mr) (2+Mr)(JWMr) (J+Mr+1)I (E+1)'—A.')}», (11)

(K+1)(2K+1)(2K+3)

(E, J, q, I, Mr, Mr I 3Cr I K, /+1, q, I, Mr+ 1, Mr+ 1)

2A —(E'+E 3)B—
{(1+Mr) (2+Mr) (I+M&+1)(J+M&+2)}», (12)

4E(K+1)(2E+1)

(E, J, —',, I, Mg, Mz I Kr I K+1, 7+1, —',, I, Mr&1, Mr&1)

=+{(1+Mr) (2&Mr) (JA M&+ 1)(J+M&+ 2) I (E+1)'—A') }»

AB 9XI— t —3(J—E)(E'+2E+-',)+—(E+1))t (13)
4(J+1)(K+1) K(K+1)(K+2)(2K+1)(2K+3) I'

(E, J, -'„ I, Mg, MzIXr I K+2, 7+1, —',, I, Mr&1, Mr+1)

38
{I (K+1)2—A2)I (K+2)2—A2)(J~Mz+1)(J~Mr+2)}» (14)

4(E+1)(E+2) (2K+3)
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The foregoing have been computed by applying the
angular momentum addition laws given by Condon and
Shortley" to the matrix elements calculated by Rade-
macher and Reiche." Phases have been chosen so as
to be consistent with the elements computed by Hill.

lW(g 1)—W(g 1)j~,
—

I W(g, —1)—W(g,

I W(g 1)—W(—g 1)j~,
—

I W(g, —1)—W( —
g~

I W( —-'„1)—W(—-sg, 1)]sr,
—LW( —g, —1)—W( —-'

—1))rr ——vi —vg,

—1)7!r,——v4 —vs) (15)

The W(Mz, Mz) are given by (1), the subscripts
B;refer to the nine line positions of Table I, and the v;
are the microwave frequencies at which each of the
measurements were made.

Unfortunately, the best set of values of A and 8
obtained from (15) are inconsistent with the definitions

(8) which require A)0; —(1/2)A(B~&A. This d!K-
culty may arise from the fact that the value of 8 is
very sensitive to experimental errors in magnetic field
strength differences II&—II3, H4 —H6 and B7 II'9

(a variation of 1 percent in these differences can change
the value of B by a factor of several hundred), or it may
be due to some small perturbation which we have failed
to include. The fact that seemingly reasonable values
of A and 8 were obtained from the earlier analysis' is
apparently an accident, due to the inconsistency in
phases mentioned above.

'3 E. U. Candon and G. H. Shortley, Theory of Atomic Spectra
(Cambridge University Press, London, 1951), second edition.

'4 H. Rademacher and F. Reiche, Z. Physik 41, 453 (1927).

The Hyper6ne Constants

If the theory being applied is correct, it should be
possible to 6nd a pair of constants A and B I Eqs. (7)
and (8)j such that the three following difference equa-
tions are satis6ed for W(M~, M!):

If, as is suggested by (7'), we recast (15) in the form
of three equations in (A+B) and B, we find that the
value of (A+B) is relatively insensitive to the 6eld
strength errors and small perturbations which may have
been neglected. In fact, (A+B) changes by less than
3.7 percent, as 8 varies over the whole range of values
consistent with the definitions (8).

In view of these considerations, we calculate only
the sum A+B which is fairly insensitive to limitations
in theory and experiment. In the calculation 8 is
assumed negligible as compared with A+B. Frosch and
Foley suggested this assumption from examination of
(7'). Use of (15) yields three independent values of
A+B. None difier from A+B=0.00247 cm '=74.1
Mc/sec by more than 0.9 percent. Frosch and Foley ob-
tained La+-', (b+c))=0.002607 cm ' using the former
data' and a basic set of eigenfunctions corresponding to
case (a).

Two values of the quadrupole interaction constant
were determined from the equations

I W(g 1)—W(g, 1)l~,
+I W(g -1)-W(g, -1))~.

—2LW(sg, 0)—W(-', , 0)err, = v!+vg—2vg,

LW( ——,', 1)—W(—-'„1)7,
+I W(—-'„—1)—W(—$, —1)firg

—2I W (—-'„0)—W (—g, 0)ja ——vr+ vg —2vs.

The values are
I eI Qq= —0.000076 cm '= —2.28 Mc/sec

and IeIQq= —0.000073 cm '= —2.19 Mc/sec. The
mean value IeIQq= —0.000075 cm '= —2.23 Mc/sec
agrees with both determinations to within the limits
of error of the experiment which is estimated as &0.06
Mc/sec in the value of IeIQq. These results are rela-
tively insensitive to the values of A and B. Hence,
provided the assumption that the lambda doubling
splits each hyperfine line symmetrically is not grossly
in error, the sign of the quadrupole coupling constant
I eI Qq is de6nitely negative.


